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Fried Apples Recipe

Ingredients

 10 Macintosh apples (or Granny Smith...or whatever your favorites are)

 3 tablespoons of bacon grease

 ½ teaspoon of salt

 ⅓ cup sugar

 Block of sharp cheddar cheese

Instructions

 Peel apples...or not. Auntie would

everything up. Your choice...but know if you do keep the skins on you'll likely want to pick them 

out before serving.

 Wash and cut apples into slices...making sure to get rid of the core and any seed

 Heat bacon grease in a pot big enough to handle your 10 sliced apples.

 Place apples in the pot.

 Sprinkle salt and sugar over the apples.

 Cover and simmer for 20+ minutes or until the red color infuses the apples (if you left the skins 

on).

 Uncover and c

goodness…which will be approximately another 10 minutes.

 The downside to leaving the peals on is that at this point you will need to pick them out with a 

fork…making sure to leave as much of

 Serve with slices of sharp cheddar cheese…and best if still warm, since it helps soften the cheese 

and feels great going down.
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